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What are Smart Cities?

How do we define   

them?

►Refers to the ‘liveability’ of cities

►Focus is on the development of 

“cities for its citizens”

►To be a Future City, the city 

needs to resilient 

►As cities grow in size, it is increasingly 

important to be resilient

►There is a need to become ‘resilient’ 

across various dimensions (natural 

catastrophies, terrorism, technology)

►The integration of data and ICT to 

improve the provision of public 

services within the city

Smart Cities

Resilient Cities

Future Cities
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Four key issues facing cities around the world
Cities will soon account for 90% of the world’s population growth, 80% of its carbon 

emissions, and 75% of its energy consumption

Sources: EY analysis, CIA Fact Book (2015), World Economic Forum, US Dept. of Homeland Security 
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Smart growth strategies 
Cities, regions and nations building roadmaps for economic development

Italy Smart 

City 

Observatory

Realised under the 

patronage of the Italian 

government agency for the 

Digital Agenda

It supports public and private 

players in monitoring the 

Italian Smart City market 

and directing funds 

allocation

Smart and resilient growth 

strategies are drafted to 

build roadmaps for economic 

development

Singapore

launched an ambitious Smart 

Nation Plan coordinated by 

the Prime Minister

Co-creation of 

innovative solutions is 

encouraged through the use of 

open government data 

Connectivity is the 

backbone of the plan and 

empowers citizens and firms to 

spur innovation

Entrepreneurial 

hubs nurture Country 

modernisation to create a 

Smart Ecosystem

UE: cities and regions as launch 

pads for digital transformation

The EC launched a process to build up industrial modernisation 

skills and networks among key city/regional stakeholders. 

Key objectives to speed up the digital transformation journey: 

1. Build local and regional innovation ecosystems 

2. Mobilise financial support and stimulate investments

3. Reinforce pan-European networking and promote coordination

4. Facilitate cross-regional stakeholder collaboration to design 

common projects 



The better the question. The better the answer.

The better the world works.

How can you 
build a strong city 
pulse, without 
taking away the 
human pulse?
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1) Smart Cities for local 

authorities

► What does Smart Cities mean for policy and 

management?

► A London borough case study  

2) Smart Cities for vulnerable 

citizens

► What does Smart Cities mean for services?

► A service lens case study: EYXantura

Austerity and unprecedented level of cuts to local government 

funding

Increase in councils using technology and digital tools to 

generate efficiencies (estimated potential savings of £1.7 to £1.8 billion 

each year)

Use of data, IoT and emerging technologies as a powerful tool 

that can help governments provide better public services to 

citizens and businesses, designing around their needs

The intelligent use of data in particular leads to three potential 

outcomes for citizens and local government: 

► to drive policy and urban planning

► to manage day-by-day city operations

► to develop real-time smart services for city users

Changing the way local authorities work
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Smart Cities for local authorities
A London borough case study  

Insights, analysis and benchmarking to support the development of a London Borough’s Smart City strategy 

1

Focus Analytic tools Main questions 

1. Smart potential

Key indicators around 

connected objects and 

Open Data

 How can the return on investment on smart initiatives be 

measured over time?

 What is the smart performance of the London borough with 

respect to the other 14 analysed global cities? 

2. Data strategy
Industry insight and 

future trends 

 Which are the main trends and success stories in the Open 

Data industry?

 How do national portals rank among each other? 

 How is value created and in which sectors? 

3. IoT strategy
Industry insight and 

future trends 

 How to monetise data and IoT assets?

 What is the current IoT adoption level?

 Which are the most relevant IoT sensors in use? 

Key focus and themes:

Assessed LA’s 

Smart 

performance 

Benchmarked LA’s 

performance 

against other cities

Identified data and 

sensor gaps in LA’s 

Smart performance

Developed data 

and IoT strategies 

inc. ROI for Smart
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Cities are living 
organisms whose 
major hallmarks 
are the people 
who live there 
and how they 
interact. 

Citizen is at the 
heart of this 
dynamic and acts 
both as a 
recipient of 
services, and as 
a voice shaping 
decision making 
in the city.

Smart Cities for vulnerable citizens
What does Smart Cities mean for services?

EY’s Smart Cities solution focuses on improving city resilience and using technology to enable smart 

services for vulnerable citizens, putting them at the heart of their city’s smart strategy so they are not 

left behind. In particular, children’s services are under pressure to “do more with less”. EY is exploring 

the question of:

How can we help local authorities adopt data and intelligence to help enable smarter children’s 
services?

£183m is the projected cut on Early Intervention Grant by 2020 in addition to 

£500m since 2013

49 seconds a child was referred to children services in 16/17, with referrals totally 

646,120

108% increase in referrals to children social care services between 2010 

and 2017

Nearly £17bn the amount spent on late interventions every year in England 

and Wales*

2
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How can we use data to improve decision making? 

In the UK, as part of the global roll out of vulnerable citizen are EY, working with an alliance partner, Xantura to use data 
insights and predictive analytics to protect vulnerable people through insight driven decision making. Our overall objective 
is to improve life outcomes through intelligence to transform services for children, young people and families.

Our primary objectives:

Driving long-term improvements in 

commissioning practices and increase 

trust in public services

Improving outcomes for children 

and families by using insights to 

identify earlier and target 

interventions

Fostering multi-agency 

collaboration to support more 

effective ways of working 

How can we look across domains to identify and support vulnerable people?

Using intelligence and 

analytics to target 

resources to reach the 

right individuals at the 

right time, with the right 

intervention with a 

holistic profiling of a 

family composition.

Identifying and monitoring 

troubled families to enable 

review and reporting to the 

Ministry of Housing, 

Communities and Local 

Government's. Capability to  

track interventions and 

improved outcomes to enable 

PBR claims.

Using predictive risk factors 

and modelling to identify 

those at imminent risk of 

homelessness. To target 

interventions and prioritise 

resources to support those 

and prevent tenancy 

breakdown occurring.

Children’s Services 

Analytics
Troubled Families Homelessness 1 2 3

Smart Cities for vulnerable citizens
A service lens case study: EYXantura

2
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What are the challenges involved in making services smarter?

Where are the potential applications and benefits of innovation in public services?

Smart Cities for vulnerable citizens
A service lens case study: EYXantura

2
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What outcomes can be achieved through smarter services?

Families

Earlier interventions for those who 

need them. Building family 

resilience and reduce the need for 

future intervention. Family 

focussed support so all children 

have the best start in life. Better 

quality and holistic support from 

professionals

Government

Fairer funding decisions by 

generating evidence-based 

insights for better policy, allocate 

budget more efficiently, deliver 

stronger services that directly 

improve the lives of vulnerable 

people and take into account 

actual community needs

Professionals

Understanding the “causes” of trends 

through global insights, knowledge 

from local government specialists and 

the best in class in technology

Underpinning interdisciplinary 

collaborations between professionals 

to provide the best interventions for 

individuals and families 

The current pilots have already shown…

A 10% annual 

reduction in 

operational spend

For professionals a 

30% reduction

in time spent on 

administrative tasks

£4m full year cashable 

and non-cashable 

benefits identified (for 

small local authority)

1,700  new families 

identified across one small 

local authority who can 

receive additional support 

Smart Cities for vulnerable citizens
A service lens case study: EYXantura

2
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Key takeaways and next steps 

For EY, a smart city is a space where government and citizens are connected and services are designed 

with citizens in mind through the use of data, IOT and other technologies.   

What does a smart service look like to you? 

What can you do to make your city smarter? 

What can we do to help connect cities with its citizens?

How can you get involved?

Please contact us if you would like to know more about EY’s smart cities strategy or EYXantura:

Victoria Evans - vevans1@uk.ey.com +44 (0)790 070 3177 

Wajid Shafiq - Wajid.Shafiq@xantura.com - +44 (0)7973 824240 


